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Rogelio y Maria Del Carmen (Rogelio and Maria Del Carmen) 
 
 My story begins in Jalisco, Mexico where Rogelio and Maria Del Carmen were born 

and would eventually fall in love.  Rogelio is from a small town called Santillan, Jalisco.  He 

is one of twelve brothers and sisters that were raised on his father’s farm.  Farm life would 

prove to be difficult; it involved harvesting seasonal produce like corn and sugar cane, and 

required the herding of sheep, goats, and cows.  They had no choice, if they did not work, 

they did not eat.  One can imagine with such demanding responsibilities as a child, very little 

room was left for education and the opportunity for a brighter tomorrow.  Rogelio was 

always ambitious and believed he would one day leave the farm for good, out of all of his 

brothers and sisters, he received the highest education by completing the ninth grade, but his 

father demanded him to quit in order to meet his obligations to both the farm and his family.  

 Down the road a few miles away lived Maria Del Carmen in a small town called 

Apozol De Gutierrez, Jalisco.  She too was raised on a farm and had eleven siblings.  Maria 

Del Carmen was one of the oldest in her family and was in charge of taking care of her 

younger brothers and sisters, feeding the chickens, milking the cows, and traveling to 

neighboring towns with her mother selling hand-sewn goods.  Maria Del Carmen only 

reached the fifth grade because of a lack of interest in school—due to her demanding 

responsibilities at home. She too dreamed of one day having a better life, where her days on 

the farm would be a distant memory.  

El Norteno (The Northerner) 

 During the mid-seventies, due to a lack of work in Mexico, Rogelio followed in the 

footsteps of his older brothers and cousins and began heading up north to the United States to 

find work in California when he was sixteen.  Some of his first jobs were in the San Joaquin 
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Central Valley, known for its rich agriculture and large community of immigrant Latino 

workers.  There he picked oranges, plums, grapes, and olives, to name a few, and worked 

twelve hour days in temperatures that exceeded one hundred degrees.  Although the working 

conditions were tough, the money was nice to a Mexican immigrant who was use to working 

for little or no pay at all. Rogelio did this type of seasonal work for a few years bouncing 

back and forth between Mexico and the United States.  It must have been nice to go back 

home after six months with a pocket full of cash to help the members of his family who had 

stayed behind.  This kind of lifestyle would have been fine for a single man who was not 

married and had no children to take care of, but not for a man who was hoping to meet a girl 

and start a family of his own.  

 On one of his trips back home, Rogelio’s cousin asked if he would accompany him to 

visit his girlfriend, as incentive he added there would be a girl for him to meet.  That night 

Rogelio joined his cousin on a long hike through the darkened countryside, where the myths 

of ghosts and demonic elves had haunted the region for centuries.  Rogelio’s cousin carried 

an old .22 pistol to act as a defense in the event that they ran into any paranormal activity. 

 That night Rogelio met Maria Del Carmen for the first time and instantly fell head 

over heels for her; her big brown eyes and flowing brunette hair made it easy for him to do 

all that he could to see her again.  From then on Rogelio walked the dark lonely path to 

Apozol de Gutierrez fighting off illusions of demons and the haunting cries of coyotes.  He 

would arrive at midnight when her parents and brothers were asleep, they talked through a 

window the size of a cereal box for hours about the future and her dream of one day leaving 

the farm in hopes of reaching California. 
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 Just a couple of months after meeting Maria Del Carmen, Rogelio returned to 

California to pursue the American Dream.  He promised he would come back for her and that 

one day they would cross the border and reach their destiny.  Week after week, Rogelio and 

Maria Del Carmen wrote to each other sending recent photos of one another along with dried 

up flowers, waiting for the day they would be reunited again. 

 As the months passed by Rogelio was contemplating his next move, stay in California 

for good and try to establish himself, or go back to Mexico and ask for Maria Del Carmen’s 

hand in marriage.  He followed his heart and trekked back to Mexico, where Maria Del 

Carmen was waiting for him. 

 Rogelio’s father accompanied him to Apozol De Gutierrez where they would 

formally ask Maria Del Carmen’s Father for his approval to ask for her hand in marriage.  

Her father accepted and a date was set, February 14, 1978.  The couple was finally united and 

anxious for what the future had in store for them 

La Luna De Miel (The Honeymoon) 

 Soon after the wedding it was time to make the big move up north, something they 

agreed would be beneficial if they were to start a family.  Maria Del Carmen was extremely 

sad to leave her family as she had never been far from her small town.  They bought one way 

bus tickets to Tijuana and said goodbye to the land that saw them grow up.   

 They arrived in Tijuana in the afternoon and met the coyote (a man who helps people 

cross the border illegally) at a taco stand where they had lunch and discussed the plan for 

later that evening.  Rogelio had crossed the border several times and had never been caught, 

so the procedure came as no surprise to him, Maria Del Carmen on the other hand had never 

been more than a couple of hours away from home, let alone crossing a border into a new 
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country.  Waiting for sundown was nerve racking for her and at times she mentioned that she 

could not go through with it.  Rogelio reassured her that everything would be fine and that all 

the times he attempted to cross he was successful.  

 The sun went down and they began their hike through the rugged terrain filled with 

cacti, rocks, and rattlesnakes.  Both Rogelio and Maria Del Carmen felt like everything was 

going fine and that they were going to make it to the other side of the border with no 

problems; unfortunately, that would not be the case.  Just a few yards after crossing the 

border, a huge spotlight blinded them and they were demanded to lie on the ground, it was 

the border patrol.  They rounded them up and threw them in the back of their truck. 

 After several weeks in jail, they decided to reattempt to reach California, only this 

time with the help of Rogelio’s brother who was in California, but had connections in 

Tijuana.  This time, instead of crossing the border through the out skirts, they would attempt 

to cross it by car directly in front of the border patrol officers.  They jumped in the car with 

the coyote and waited in line for several hours before reaching the border.  The coyote had 

false identification for them and asked them to rehearse some answers just in case the officer 

asked them some questions.  They reached the border and were prompted to present 

identification, they provided it and the officer waved them through.  

El Garaje (The Garage)  

 Within a year of arriving to California, Maria Del Carmen gave birth to their first 

child.  Shortly after he was born they decided to move up north to San Jose, where Rogelio 

had family that could set him up with a steady job.  They moved into a one bedroom 

apartment, with his brother and his wife and their three kids. 
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 Rogelio started working as a bus boy fulltime at the Local Denny’s, the pay was not 

good but he managed to save any extra money he could.  He noticed that the waiters were 

making a lot more money then he was because of the tips, but he also knew they had an 

advantage because they could speak English.  From then on Rogelio’s priority was to learn 

English so he could move up and become a waiter.  Within the next seven months Rogelio 

became a waiter with the broken English he managed to pick up from his co-workers.  

Things were starting to look promising for the young family, they had a new born baby, and 

Rogelio was finally starting to make some decent cash, the only problem was their living 

situation.  There were too many people living in such a small place, and it was hardly Maria 

Del Carmen’s idea of a home, Rogelio agreed, especially since they were getting ready to 

add another member to their family; Maria Del Carmen was pregnant…again. 

 I, Rogelio Gutierrez Jr. was born on January 29, 1981 in San Jose, California, the 

second child of Rogelio and Maria Del Carmen.  Soon after my birth my aunt purchased a 

house in Sunnyvale, California.  She was the first family member to purchase a home and it 

was a big deal in more ways then one.  It would benefit her family, but it would also become 

the home of her brother’s family.  It was a three bedroom, two bath house that also had a 

garage.  My aunt knew my parents were stuck in a tough living situation, so she decided to 

convert the garage into a living space, complete with a small bedroom, small kitchen/living 

room, and a tiny bathroom.  

  Although a garage may not seem like the ideal home for your average family, I can 

imagine my mom and dad must have been extremely excited to finally have some privacy. I 

do not remember much from the initial years of living in the garage.  My memory can start to 

vaguely remember things after my second brother was born.  
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 I remember the garage being my home and not being ashamed of it; maybe I was 

naïve and did not care what my friends from the neighborhood thought.  All I knew is that 

the garage is where I shared a twin bed with my older brother, and next to us lay our parents 

with our baby brother, all of us sharing a small room.  I guess being together is what satisfied 

us, I was not concerned that I was living in a place where most families park their car, or 

store their unwanted trash, it was our home and I was happy.  

Reforma de la Inmigración y la Ley de Control de 1986 (Immigration Reform and 

Control Act of 1986) 

 Perhaps the most significant event that happened to thousands of immigrants during 

that time, including my parents, was The Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of 

1986.  Supported by President Ronald Reagan, he explains why he decided to pass the bill in 

his public papers. 

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 is the most 

comprehensive reform of our immigration laws since 1952. In the past 35 

years our nation has been increasingly affected by illegal immigration. This 

legislation takes a major step toward meeting this challenge to our 

sovereignty. At the same time, it preserves and enhances the Nation's 

heritage of legal immigration. I am pleased to sign the bill into law.1 

The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, gives some insight on why the IRCA was 

passed and explains the prerequisites that illegal aliens were required to meet in order to 

become legal residents: 

                                                 
1 "Statement on Signing the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 November 6, 1986." American Reference Library - Primary 
Source Documents (2001): 1. MasterFILE Premier. EBSCO. Web. 17 Dec. 2010. 
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…[The IRCA] was passed in order to control and deter illegal immigration to 

the United States. Its major provisions stipulate legalization of 

undocumented aliens who had been continuously unlawfully present since 

1982, legalization of certain agricultural workers, sanctions for employers 

who knowingly hire undocumented workers, and increased enforcement at 

U.S. borders.2 

 My older brother and I still reminisce about standing in lines with our parents that 

wrapped around the block in downtown San Jose, waiting to reach the front in order to 

submit paper work to the immigration office.  I hated it so much, you can only imagine being 

a child standing in the hot sun with no idea of what is going on, with your father constantly 

pinching you and telling you to settle down and get in line. 

 Only when I got older did I realize how important this bill was to thousands of 

immigrants and their families.  With the help of President Reagan my parents became legal 

residents, they now had doors open to them that previously stayed shut. 

El Valle Central (The Central Valley) 

 Now that my parents were “legal” they were able to focus on the next chapter of their 

lives, in 1989 they purchased a house of their own.  Due to the skyrocketing prices of the Bay 

Area, we had to move to a more affordable location in the San Joaquin Central Valley.  We 

officially moved in 1990 to Farmersville, California, a small migrant town thirty five miles 

south of Fresno.  

 I remember hating my new home and the small town I spent most of my young life in.  

The longer I lived there the more I disliked it.  I could feel the tension and segregation 

                                                 
2 U.S. Government. "USCIS - Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA)." USCIS Home Page. U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security. Web. 17 Dec. 2010. 
<http://www.uscis.gov/portal/site/uscis/menuitem.5af9bb95919f35e66f614176543f6d1a/?vgnextchannel=b328194d3e88d010VgnVCM100
00048f3d6a1RCRD&vgnextoid=04a295c4f635f010VgnVCM1000000ecd190aRCRD>. 
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between the whites and the browns (Mexicans), something that I could never seem to avoid 

because of its prominence.  

 The one thing that made my time in the central valley tolerable besides my family, 

was art. I became fairly active in the graffiti scene thanks to my older cousins from Los 

Angeles who introduced me and taught me all about it.  I pursued it for several years and it 

helped me express myself.   Being into “Street Art” I decided to take art classes every 

semester in high school.  When it came time to graduate I was having problems deciding 

what to do after school.  The one thing I did know is that I loved art and could not stop 

writing graffiti, but how could I possibly make that a career? 

 My parents both had the most stereotypical Mexican jobs, my father was a short order 

cook at Denny’s for nearly thirty years, and my mom worked at the Marriot hotel in the 

laundry department, that’s all they knew and felt confined by stereotypes.  Keeping that in 

mind, I knew that I definitely did not want to follow in their footsteps.  So upon graduation I 

decided to attend the local community college.  

Universidad (College)  

 I quickly took a liking to my printmaking professor at the community college and he 

taught me stone lithography.  I continued to apprentice with him for three years until it was 

time for me to transfer to a university.  I began to attend Long Beach State University, where 

I continued to hone my printmaking and art skills.  Just as important as being in art school, I 

loved the fact that I was finally back in the city.   

 I instantly fell in love with Los Angeles because of its willingness to accept diverse 

cultures, especially Latinos.  It was a melting pot that I was not use to, but felt comfortable 

in.  A big part of that confidence came from meeting contemporary printmaking artist 
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Artemio Rodriguez when he invited me to bring my portfolio of prints to his studio.  He must 

have seen something special in my work, we became fast friends and before I knew it I had 

spent three years printing his work and watching him do unconventional things, like printing 

on tortillas and handing them out at his shows.  Additionally he bought a 1940’s delivery 

truck which he covered with his highly stylized imagery.  Called Grafico Movil, the truck 

was filled with literature, film, and a small printmaking studio.3  He drove the truck to under 

privileged neighborhoods in East Los Angeles and South Central.  This cultural institution in 

a truck provided a forum for creativity and gaining knowledge about art to those who 

normally would not be exposed to it.  This experience of working with a non traditional 

printmaker opened my eyes to the possibilities of art beyond paper.   I was more obsessed 

with art and my culture then ever before, so much so that I decided to apply for graduate 

school immediately after I received my BFA.   

Bienvenidos a Indianapolis (Welcome to Indianapolis) 

  In the spirit of my parents who left their native Mexico to search for a more 

promising future, I felt it was important for me to try to gain a better understanding of  their 

struggle by relocating from my native land of California to a place I knew very little about, 

the Midwest.  Although I was aware their sacrifice was much more courageous than mine, I 

still wanted to feel some sort of displacement by leaving everything that I knew behind.  I 

hoped that placing myself in an unfamiliar situation would allow me to define my adult self, 

become independent, and to take advantage of the opportunities afforded to me by my 

parents.  My ultimate goal was to be the first member of my family to receive a complete 

education, unlike my mother who never completed grade school.  I knew that detaching 

                                                 
3 Creative Capital. "Artemio Rodriguez: Grafico Movil." Creative Capital. Web. 17 Dec. 2010. <http://creative-
capital.org/project_contexts/view/75/project:113>. 
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myself from my family would also create a renewed sense of identity and strengthen my 

appreciation for their sacrifices.  

 The trip to Indiana was long and hot.  I headed out on a late July morning in my 

Chevy truck alone on the open road with 2,000 plus miles to cover.  I felt like a character in a 

movie traveling the Southwest down Route 66—billboard after billboard, landmark after 

landmark.  I became nostalgic and felt like I was in another time period.  I thought about the 

stories my father would tell me about his cross country trips to New York in his early 

attempts to try to find work in the United States.  Wow! I was following the same road my 

father took decades before me in his quest for the American dream, now it was my turn.    

 I sure got what I asked for; when I arrived in downtown Indianapolis I definitely felt 

out of place.  I moved to downtown because I thought it would be diverse, boy was I wrong.  

I remember thinking to myself, “Where are all the damn Mexicans?”  In California it seemed 

like everybody spoke Spanish and everyone’s parents were from Mexico.  I had never felt so 

self-conscious about my identity.  These feelings would eventually inform my work.  I 

started graduate school and along with my studies, I decided to research different parts of the 

city.  I would drive around all over town on the weekend exploring different neighborhoods 

until the sun went down.  To my surprise, I finally began to notice that there was a large 

community of Latinos all over the city, the only place they did not live was downtown.  

According to an interview I conducted with Carlos May, the Leader of Latino Affairs, Office 

of The Mayor, “ There are 100,000 plus [documented] Latinos in Indianapolis and the 

numbers are growing vastly every year.”4  This revelation would instantly spark ideas and 

have a huge influence upon my artwork.   

                                                 
4 "Indianapolis and Immigration:  An Interview with Carlos May." Personal interview. 02 Dec. 2010. 
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El Tesis (The Thesis) 

 The subject was a given, I knew that I wanted to address my family’s history, my 

culture, and the changing demographics of this country.  How I was going to go about it soon 

became clear.  After much contemplation it became evident that I would have to ditch my 

previous methods of making mulit-layered, process oriented prints on paper and take my 

creativity outside of the gallery and into the city streets, much like my mentor, Artemio.  

With inspiration from past and present artistic influences, both commercial and contemporary 

art, I would take the story of my life and the story of my parents to fuel my commitment to 

create visibility not only for the Latino population of Indianapolis, but the United States in 

general. 

 I have always been interested in following the work of other Latino/a artists. ASCO 

was a collaborating group from the early seventies to the mid eighties, members Glugio 

Nicandro, better known as Gronk, Willie Herrón III, Patssi Valdez and Harry Gamboa Jr., 

experimented with a wide range of media including film, muralism, photography, fashion, 

drama and graffiti.5  Their work inspires me to expand beyond traditional forms of displaying 

my art work.    ARTnews recently had an article on one of ASCO’s most famous works that 

involved the artists spray painting their names on one of LACMA’s walls without 

permission.  

Earlier in the day, Gamboa had casually encountered a LACMA curator and 
pressed him about the absence of Chicanos (Americans of Mexican descent) 
from the displays of contemporary art. As the story goes, the curator 
dismissively responded that Chicanos didn't produce art; they joined gangs. 
That night, Gamboa and his colleagues returned to the museum and sprayed 
their signatures on the institution's Modernist facade. The following 

                                                 
5 Hernandez, Daniel. "The Art Outlaws of East L.A. - Page 1 - News - Los Angeles - LA Weekly." Los Angeles News, Events, Restaurants, 
Music LA Weekly. L.A. Weekly, 06 June 2007. Web. 17 Dec. 2010. <http://www.laweekly.com/2007-06-07/news/the-art-outlaws-of-east-l-
a/>. 
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morning, they returned with the collective's fourth member, Patssi Valdez, 
and photographed her standing alongside their handiwork.6 
  

 Like ASCO, I decided to use guerilla tactics in one of my recent campaigns while 

also taking inspiration from the following quote by Group Material, a contemporary social 

practice collaborative:   

 The subject no one in the art world wants to talk about is usually politics.  
Yet, because every social or cultural relationship is a political one, we 
regard an understanding of the link between politics and culture as essential.  
“Politics” cannot be restricted to those arenas stipulated as such by 
professional politicians.  Indeed, it is fundamental to our methodology to 
question every aspect of our cultural situation from a political point of 
view—to ask, “What politics inform accepted understanding of art and 
culture?  Whose interests are served by such cultural conventions?  How is 
culture made, and for whom is it made?” 7  
 

 Additionally, I wanted to combine my artistic influences with my work experience as 

a sign fabricator in the commercial sign industry.  I used a commercial grade large format 

printer and substrates to fabricate imposter street signs.  At that point I had planned to 

fabricate posts so that I could place them around at random.  However, during my daily 

travels throughout Indianapolis I kept noticing vacant sign posts. I decided to forgo my initial 

plan and place my signs on these already existing 

markers from the past, they read “In A 

Neighborhood Near You!!!” with a cactus in the 

middle.  In Mexican culture a cactus can signify 

several things; in this case I was poking fun at 

recent Mexican immigrants, in slang terms known 

as “Paisas” or “Nopals” (Spanish for cactus), and their strong presence in Indianapolis.  I felt 

                                                 
6 Miranda, Carolina A. "How Chicano Is It?" Art News September (2010). ARTnews. Sept. 2010. Web. 17 Dec. 2010. 
<http://www.artnews.com/issues/article.asp?art_id=3032>. 
7 Group Material. "On Democracy." A Guide to Democracy in America. By Nato Thompson and Anne Pasternak. New York: Creative 
Time, 2008. 40. Print. 
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this was a great way of symbolizing the lack of Mexicans living in downtown.  At the same 

time, I felt like the “Paisa” sticking out like a brown thumb, the one who “isn’t from around 

here.” So in a strange way I see these signs as somewhat of a self portrait.  Reflecting on the 

quote by Group Material, I also see this work as an attempt to use art as political action in a 

forum that attempts to remove the exclusivity from both art and politics.  This series of signs 

led me to the ideation phase of my thesis work.  

 What better way to continue this exploration of public art than by utilizing the most 

dominant form of outdoor advertising, the billboard.  Lining highways and streets, billboards 

have long been a symbol of travel.  After several months of meetings and back-and-forths, I 

was granted three billboards from YourArtHere, a nonprofit organization, and was donated 

three billboard spaces from Clear Channel.  Instead of creating individual designs for each 

billboard, I choose to design a single image for all six to create a greater impact as if it were a 

government or corporate campaign.  The image reads “Bienvenidos a Indianapolis” 

(Welcome to Indianapolis) in nostalgic script with a sprawling cactus symbolizing the large 

growth of Mexican people and its culture in Indianapolis.   I wanted the imagery to look like 

an old post card, something 

from another generation.  

Postcards, billboards, and old 

murals all make me think of 

travel.  I wanted to create a 

symbol for the trip that many 

Mexicans, and immigrants in general, have made to discover a new life in the United States.  

Since the billboards are not permanent, I reached out to La Frontera, a small Mexican market 
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rumored to be the first of its kind in Indianapolis, for their support.  I explained my idea and 

asked them if I could paint a mural with the same image on their building which faced W. 

Washington Street.  This location was 

pivotal for the project because the corridor 

between Belmont Ave. and Tibbs Ave. on 

the near Westside of town is commonly 

referred to as “Little Mexico.”  The mural 

will serve as a permanent welcoming 

beacon to the ever increasing Latino community in Indianapolis, while also helping to 

distinguish the physical makeup of the neighborhood.        

                 For my thesis show I wanted to construct a life size billboard in the gallery with 

the same image as the outdoor billboards and mural. I felt this would be a great way to not 

only make a connection to the public work, but also to symbolize my journey to Indianapolis.  

As I mulled over the layout and the construction of the billboard, I thought about my trip 

from California to the Midwest and how it paralleled my parents’ struggle to establish 

themselves in the United States.  We both traveled thousands of miles to foreign lands in 

hopes that we could someday find stability and a more prosperous tomorrow.  I wanted to 

make something in the gallery to symbolize their journey.  Although they are settled now, it 

took them several years to find the place they call home.   I on the other hand, am still 

searching for a permanent home, as I bounce from city to city, and rental to rental.  I can 

remember being a child and thinking the garage in Sunnyvale was my permanent home, 

when in reality it was a transitioning period for my parents and our family, similar to my stay 

here in Indianapolis.  Sunnyvale is where my parents became U.S. citizens and a time I look 
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back on with great fondness.  I decided to construct a recreation of the Sunnyvale garage 

behind the billboard.  I wanted to create the garage from memory using only a couple of old 

photos as reference materials.  I knew my parents were coming for my thesis show, so I 

asked my dad and brothers to help me with the construction and my mom to help me with the 

interior decorations.  It would be us all together in the Sunnyvale garage once again.     

Descripción Escrita (Written Description) 

 Upon entering the gallery, the viewer is confronted by a life size Bienvenidos a 

Indianapolis billboard.  Standing 14’ tall, the billboard immediately demands your attention.  

The framework is simply constructed out of 2 x 4s.  There 

is a non-operational industrial light centered beneath the 

image.  The billboard looks similar to older wooden 

billboards found on the side of the highway.  However, 

this billboard is different; 

behind it there is an unassuming structure with a faint melody 

emitting from within.  This sound compels the viewer to 

navigate around the structure.  On the opposite side they are 

presented with a window and door.  The small window is 

slightly milky.  Beyond the curtains within a hint of life is 

revealed.  Upon entering through the functioning door, the viewer is presented with a warm 

and comforting atmosphere.  It is immediately obvious that you have just entered a living 

space.  It looks as if a family resides here.  There are family photos on the walls, a sofa, a 

kitchen table, a record player, a television, and various other domestic items.   
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“Yo Te Necesito” 

 A video is playing on the television.  It is Los Bukis, one of Mexico’s most popular 

music groups, performing their hit, “Yo Te 

Necesito (I Need You).”  Los Bukis is one of 

my dad’s favorite bands and I remember him 

listening to their records on the record player 

in the garage.  The video is on repeat; the 

melody and words become infectious.  I need 

you; the “you” here being my family as well 

as the love that my mother and father have shared since their voyage from Mexico. 

“Rogelio/Roger” 

 On the wall above the television is a hanging sculpture.  It is shaped like a baseball 

home plate and lit from behind to emanate a red glow.  In green baseball style lettering it 

reads “Rogelio.”  Roger is engraved into the underlining tail.  When 

I was young my father worked at Denny’s.  His co-workers could 

not pronounce his name correctly, so he began to go by “Roger.”  

This stripping of his cultural identity is just one way my father 

attempted to assimilate.  In grade school I too was known as “Roger.”  It wasn’t until third 

grade that I began going by my real name. 

“Cactus Christmas Tree” 

 To the left of the sofa there is a large three-dimensional floor piece.  It is a hybrid 

between a Cactus and a Christmas tree.  It is planted in a large terra cotta pot filled with dried 

pinto beans.  The tree/cactus is outlined with multi-colored C7 Christmas bulbs.  We use to 
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put these bulbs outside around the garage during Christmas time.  Christmas was my favorite 

holiday.  I loved putting up our fake tree and decorating it.  The Cactus Christmas Tree 

emphasizes the importance of Christmas to Mexican culture and my family. 

“Viva Hollywood” 

 Above the sofa is a large lighted painting of the iconic Hollywood sign.  Instead of 

the traditional white lettering I used the green, white, and red of the Mexican flag.  Around 

the perimeter of the painting there are 

evenly spaced lights, much like a movie 

marquis.  I chose to make this to 

communicate the large Latino presence 

in this country.  Originally designed as a 

temporary advertisement, the Hollywood 

sign is now a permanent landmark; just 

as Mexicans have been used as temporary workers in the United States only to become 

permanent residents. 

 Other details throughout the “garage” were chosen to resemble the furnishings and 

décor of the actual garage; its walls had faux wood paneling, we had a small eating area, and 

my mom had all sorts of mismatched knick knacks and other items.  I included some of the 

handmade doilies and napkins that my mom made as well as some of my dad’s favorite 

records to make the space feel lived in.  Ultimately, I wanted to create an inviting space that 

makes the viewer forget that they are in a gallery and instead in a family’s home. 
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Conclusion (Conclusion) 

 This body of work functions as a story of travels; my parents’ journey from Mexico, 

my journey to Indianapolis, and the journey of thousands of immigrants to this area and the 

country.  I am a minority in all aspects of my life; I am a minority at school, I am a minority 

at the work place, and I am a minority in the world of art.  I feel that it is important to make 

work in the gallery setting in order to reach an audience that most likely does not relate to 

where I come from, but also in the public sphere where I can reach a wider and more diverse      

audience. I feel that it is only natural for me to create artwork that acts as a voice for my 

parents, immigrants, and other Mexican-Americans like me.  I am proud to be a Mexican-

American making artwork in a field that is historically dominated by white males.  The voice 

of the underdog must be heard; therefore, I make work with my culture’s literal and 

figurative language, so that people inside and outside the gallery can feel the passion that I 

have for my culture.  I hope to create work that relates to people who share my cultural 

background, in addition to exposing my culture to those who do not.  In the end, I will leave 

Indianapolis with a renewed sense of identity, purpose, and appreciation for the hardships 

that my parents have endured in order to provide me with opportunities that they did not 

have.  No matter where I live, I will always have their story to remind me where I am from 

and inspire me to follow my dreams. 
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